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when the lobes are bent downwards (see the same figures as above). The lbs..
thou-like arches, or broken lines, within the deep cmargiuatioiis, on the contrary,
correspond to a thinning of the disk, forming, tlierekre, arch-like, depressions,
while the spaces along the short junctions, and along the $C001H.'d exeavatioiis above
the ocular apparatus, are somewhat flattened. These 1 ulghigs -in(] k'uessioiis Ibrin,
in their combinations, the Various irregularities which univ he noticed upon the
surface of the disk; they are, however, so slight. (ma. tlit'y I1LUV easily he Over
looked. And yet., when the animal emerges upon (lie surlace or the water, and
the disk is slightly raised above its surfitce, spreuditig uniformly in every direction
and the light shines obliquely upon it, it. is easy to see how the centre, which

corresponds to the inner circle, is ,;light] v depressed, and how that depression is
surrounded by a CircLlliLr wall, corresponding to the pcriplieiv of the inner circle,
and how, again, the sixteen bulging iiiiises or jelly separate sixteen unequal ilepres
sions, extending radiatingly from that. circular wall towards the thinner edge, the

inequality in width of these depressions arising front (1w circumstance that tile
lucre prominent parts of these bulging ridges 11)110w the direction of the crooked
lines, and are thereibre nearer time lung junctions than the short junctions. These

unequal depressions are further limited towards the eirctill) k'rcnce of the disk, on
one hand, by the festoon-like depressions in front. of (lie short junctions, and this is
the case for the wider depressions; and, on the oilier hand, b the scooped tlewt'ssion
above the ocular apparatus, an(] this is the case lbr the narrower ileprcssiins.
When, however, the disk is active, and, lientling downward, bulges as it whole.
in the shape of a gelatinous balloon, all these inequalities vanish alillost entirely
in a uniform hemispherical surflnc, with scalloped edges.

Between the lower surfitce of time disk and the floor from which the appen-
dages of the lower surface are suspended, thieve is a wide cavity, divided into a
number of chambers, radiating from a common central h'" to the iiuitikieiiCt,
where they terminate in numerous minute ramifications. BLLt Of this mole p'-
out!)'. When the lower floor and all its appendages are removed front time lower
surface of the disk (see Pl. 1V. 1, in which a part of these organs is IC1IIOVCt1,
in segments a and a'), all its inequalities are at. once brought prumnimuently into sight.
In the centre there appears a flat, circular space, divided by colorless ffirrojv.,; into
a number of unequal, irregular fields, the larger of which, however, are on the

periphery of the circle, their defining outlines alternating more or less regularly
with the radiating furrows outside of the circle. Time circle itself is defined 1.13
a rather deeper circular ftirrow, also colorless. Following the short (a') niicl time

long (o) junctions, there appear sixteen deep furrows, time outlines of which, Oil dl

section, have the form of spherical triangles, more acute and deeper along the bug

junctions (Pl. \'". 3 u'), more open and shallower along the short juuetiollS
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